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“Don’t panic. Are you sitting? You probably don’t need to sit. Well, possibly. At least lean on something.” 
― Maggie Stievater

Family-keeping is rife with excuses to lose it. For some of us this is imperceptible, and we never lose our 
sh*t. But it doesn’t mean we aren’t sometimes afraid, overwhelmed or overly concerned with life and it’s crazy 
characters. Maybe we just take it out on ourselves, quietly, or we avoid it with some pleasant distraction, or just 
stay away from the messiness of it all. Some of us panic in a really obvious manner, going to manic, even, because 
we have lofty, full plates with multiple urgent commitments.

I’ve just returned from a week-long Jam, where an intimate group of diverse community leaders, CEO’s & 
visionaries physically walked this compass with the prompts that follow. We did it because we need to work 
together, across con"ict and differences, to co-create. It was a powerful chance to see ourselves clearly as 
reactionary beings, and also to have compassion for each other as we worked thru difficult choices. We spent the 
week exploring possibilities, and when things got heated, we pointed to our own panic, and saw when others had “their 
toes in the panic zones.” 

In our homes, and personal relationships, this compass is day-saving. What if our children knew which behaviors 
sent us into panic? Or if we saw that our partner’s defensiveness was all about a current inability to provide? 
What if we could see what environments send us into !ght or "ight, what circumstances are breaking down 
family culture, and how moments of violent expression are truly a instinctual call for help? Wouldn’t we naturally 
help? I !nd that we do. 

e Con"ict + Capacity Compass is intuitive and obvious. Children recognize themselves (and us) in it, and learn 
it fairly quickly. e opportunity is simple: Expand your capacity for con"ict to expand your capacity for 
compassion and co-creation. Panic melts into listening, and the edgier, more important conversations happen 
here. We are comfortably able to dance between our safe hammock zones, the maniacal internal-pressures zones 
and the stretchy, creative zones - where real learning and vibrant co-creation happens.
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THE ZONES

HAMMOCK ZONE:
Is comfortable and safe. This is the good work that has been done, a nice warm space of enhancement. 
Often we do not know we are here, get bored or take it for granted. It’s also really easy to get stuck here.
We do things with conscious competence, excellence, and some genius. We also deal with complacency, ingratitude, 
paralysis, comparison, and jealousy. In the hammock zone, we have “1st-world problems.” 

CREATIVE RESPONSE + FLOW ZONE: 
Life is created here. It’s dynamic, because we can handle more new learning and respond best if we’re well, rested, safe 
and fed. This is your stretch zone. We can manage emergent urgencies with ease here, because we have the capacity to 
be creative, and move with the flow.  We operate with conscious incompetence, excellence, and genius.  This zone 
appears when we are growing an edge with mindfulness, and it’s distinguished by a sense of inquiry, deep listening, and 
a generosity of Spirit.

PANIC ZONE:
Life is externally threatening. We are not safe. It happens instantly, we suddenly “find” ourselves in the panic zone, 
based on instinct and cell memory. This zone comes with a lack of sleep, hunger, dehydration, unwell loved ones, 
authentic and perceived scarcity. We operate with conscious incompetence, and unconscious incompetence. It’s
distinguished by a sense of no time, all the time, and black-and-white thinking. There is no flexibility or shades of grey.

MANIC ZONE:
Life is a flood, given by internal commitments, decisions and avoidances. We are overwhelmed with coming obligations,  
postponed decisions, and unhandled business. We suffer thru conscious incompetence, and unconscious incompetence.
This zone is a slippery slope for those who are motivated with lofty intentions, so there is some power, genius and 
unconscious competence, but with no reward. This zone is distinguished by force, faux mastery, false pride, and negative 
motivation.
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THE PANIC/MANIC = FIGHT-OR-FLIGHT RESPONSES

FIGHT: ATTACK SELF
-in thoughts, words or deeds, guilt, shame, blame, rage

FIGHT: ATTACK OTHERS
-blaming, pointing, jabbing, resenting, physically acting out

FLIGHT: WITHDRAW
-withholding love or communication, checking out

FLIGHT: AVOID
-any kind of distraction, addiction, or comforting behavior

THE PROMPTS

Grab a little stone and just move it along the Conflict + Capacity Compass. First think of yourself for each 
prompt, then go thru them again, 
thinking of the other members of your 
home. If you feel comfortable, share 
the compass with them. We find that 
sharing opinions or projections about 
other’s fight-or-flight responses can be 
dangerous and causes resentment, 
while sharing your own fight-or-flight 
responses is really powerful and 
creates both connection and respect.

Where do you go when...
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There’s conflict with:

your mother
your father
your sibling
a superior
a good friend
your in-laws
a stranger
a teacher 
a client
your environment
a standing agreement

You can’t:

think straight
keep an agreement
pay a bill or obligation
tell the truth
do something well
believe someone important
trust in the future
eat well
sleep well
understand someone
protect a loved one
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